
Have you been minding 
MANRS lately?

Plenty of updates!



Mutually Agreed Norms for Routing Security (MANRS)

● Common routing security baseline

Defined by “Actions”. 4 programs - 4 baselines

● Commitment 

Verified conformance

● Transparency

MANRS Observatory

● Community driven

NetOps, IXP, CDN&Cloud, Equipment vendors programs, Implementation guides, 
MANRS+

2https://www.manrs.org



MANRS compliance is measured

MANRS Observatory:  A live-tracker of the actual compliance of the Mutually 
Agreed Norms on Routing Security:

- ROAs
- RPKI
- Geographies
- Actions by Program
- Other indicators

https://observatory.manrs.org/#/overview
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Commitment and Transparency
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MANRS is turning 10 years old this year…

Key achievements:

- Uptake: with 1,100 participants from across the globe
- Diversity: from one original program to four
- Dissemination: with training resources and activities that play at global scale
- Impact: an industry-driven reference for policy-makers
- Objectivity: compliance can be effectively tracked through the MANRS Observatory

The Internet Society launched the MANRS project in 2014.  After ten years of providing 
the MANRS secretariat, they partnered with the Global Cyber Alliance to take on that role 
as of January 2024.
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Who is the Global Cyber Alliance (GCA)?

GCA’s mission: A Trustworthy Internet for all

● Not for profit established in 2015
● Offices in the US, UK, Europe

At GCA we build programs, partnerships, and tools to make the connected 
world safer and more secure for all.

One of GCA’s two Programs, Internet Integrity (I2),  aims to bring together 
key players in internet infrastructure operations, as well as adjacent 
industries, in order to identify top priorities for addressing cybersecurity 
issues that cannot be solved by any single actor, or subset of actors, 
independently.
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Where do we go from here?

- Scalable Growth
- Local communities, close collaboration with a selection of key stakeholders (champions)

- Improving conformance and level of assurance
- Improving data quality on the MANRS Observatory, peer pressure and better transparency

- Increasing value proposition
- A stronger case for routing security. Meeting customer demand for routing security. 

- Tracking and supporting regulatory work across the globe and capacity 
building

- In collaboration with the Internet Society

- Linking Routing Security to Internet Integrity: names, numbers, and routes 
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We are setting up for the next decade of MANRS

MANRS is now a GCA project, and GCA is a community-building, partner-supported organization.

We’re looking to you to help us understand how to support MANRS and its growth for the next decade:

● Expanding adoption of MANRS actions around the globe
● Identifying the next step in pushing the envelope on routing security practices
● Attracting more of the impacted stakeholders – enterprises, industries, etc

Reach out to us, become part of this!
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